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COMPULSION AND DESIRE IN THREE ZOMBIE FILMS: COLIN, 
FIDO, AND OTTO; OR, UP WITH DEAD PEOPLE. 
Bill Clemente 




The focus on subjectivity in zombies garners increased interest. In Fido, the increased 
subjectivity of Billy Collins’ mute zombie butler plays well to the film’s comedic flow; in 
addition, this subjectivity reveals the extent to which this film, Colin, and Otto evolve from 
the familiar Romero-inspired flesh eater to the socially and politically freighted zombie of 
Haiti, a figure of repression and rebellion. Indeed, character development of the three 
protagonists underscores the conflicts of each film. 
Keywords: Colin, Fido, Haiti, LaBruce, Otto, Romero, subjectivity, zombie, Price, Currie. 
1. INTRODUCTION: COMPULSION AND DESIRE: COLIN, FIDO, AND OTTO, LIMINAL 
FIGURES OF REPRESSION 
Despite numerous suggestions that the post 9/11 zombie media invasions have ebbed—the 
Zombie Renaissance having reached a point of saturation and consequent stagnation--
innovative and recent manifestations continue to attest to the zombie’s resilience in film, 
literature, video games, and conferences, among other areas of infection. As Roger Luckhurst 
writes in Zombies: A Cultural History, “The zombie is born in transit, in between cultures, 
and is thus always susceptible to rapid reworkings” (Luckhurst, p.191), a point the three 
films discussed here bolsters. Zombies are, indeed, “meaning machines,” liminal figures that 
consistently transcend borders and transgress identities and embody more than “the 
historical structures and trajectory of the American nation” alone (Poole, p.21). Zombies, Kyle 
Bishop suggests moreover in How Zombies Conquered Popular Culture, “can be whatever we 
need them to be, and their various natures, manifestations, and mutations lend themselves 
to explaining ideas and concepts efficiently that would otherwise be difficult to understand” 
(Bishop, 2015, p.7).  
This essay offers a brief investigation of three films to suggest something of the 
zombie’s protean capacity for adaptation that Luckhurst and Bishop ascribe to this 
traditionally monstrous figure. And the following analysis of these three very different 
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zombie films, all of which focus primary attention on the eponymous zombie “characters,” 
underscores what Jeffrey Cohen posits in his analysis of monster culture: the zombie 
powerfully functions as a “harbinger of category crisis” (Cohen, p.6). Mark Price’s Colin 
(2008), and especially Andrew Currie’s Fido (2006), and Bruce LaBruce’s Otto; Or Up with 
Dead People (2008) highlight as well Sarah Juliet Lauro’s argument in The Transatlantic 
Zombie: Slavery, Rebellion, and the Living Dead that while one can seemingly make the 
zombie represent pretty much whatever one needs, as Bishop argues, the zombie figure 
embodies always, given its cultural history and origins in Haiti, simultaneously the repressed 
and the rebellious. She describes this powerful and often dormant combination as the 
zombie’s dialectical metaphor: “Inherently and inseparably dual, the zombie symbolizes both 
the disempowered slave-in-chains and the powerful slave-in-revolt” (Lauro, p.10). The three 
films likewise highlight in specific ways Lauro’s argument that the “multiplication of 
potential meanings, this semiotic fecundity of the zombie mythos, resembles many 
contemporary zombies: they keep coming” and in a rich variety of depiction (Lauro, p.9). 
Another area of evolution also connected with revolution finds reference in the 
growing interest in zombie subjectivity and sentience--the capacity for feeling or perceiving, 
in general, conscience--an issue of no small importance in both Fido and Otto. In recent films, 
for example, such as Warm Bodies (2011) and to an extent, Maggie (2015), the zombie’s 
traditional compulsion to consume gives way eventually to desire, which requires what Craig 
Derksen and Darren Hick describe in “Your Zombie and You: Identity, Emotion, and the 
Undead”  as zombie agency: “Where an agency-free zombie seems at best drawn to you as a 
stimulus, an agent zombie could follow you, lie in wait for you, organize others to surround 
you, or even (if it is clever enough) set traps for you” (Derksen and Hicks, p.15). The artful 
and innovative George Romero first moved in this direction with the emerging sentience of 
Bub in Day of the Dead (1985) and with Big Daddy’s increasing agency in Land of the Dead 
(2005). Zombie sentience also finds significant early development in Dan O’Bannon’s 
inventive zomedy, Return of the Living Dead (1985), a film in which the walking dead 
hilariously revolt against most all of Romero’s zombie conventions, making “the zombies 
virtually indestructible and formidably funny” (Badley, p.41). The living dead likewise speak, 
moaning for “Brains” and hilariously trapping humans by requesting over a car radio more 
personnel they will subsequently devour: “Send more paramedics.” Their actions in this 
zomedy illustrate by comparison the limited transformation of Romero’s zombies’ compulsion 
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for flesh into a conscious desire for other and less lethal forms of fulfillment, an evolution the 
three films studied here examines.   
Each film, the tragedy of Colin, the humor and humanity of Fido, and the oppressed 
gay zombie in LaBruce’s parody, Otto: or Up with Dead People, spotlight in various ways 
themes the preceding paragraphs mention. They also articulate, especially with respect to 
identity with the monstrous and the zombie’s increased agency, what has become something 
of a commonplace in zombie criticism. At the conclusion of Tom Saini’s remake of Night of 
the Living Dead (1990), Barbara, who managed to escape the zombie attack at the farmhouse, 
reacts to the manner in which a gang of thugs mutilate for entertainment hapless zombies 
as they hang wriggling from tree branches: "They're Us. We're Them and They're Us." 
Inasmuch as all three films, beginning with Colin, present sympathetic portrayals of the 
undead, they express for viewers the zombie’s perspective; consequently, they often portray 
by contrast, as happens, for example, in the popular Walking Dead series, the humans as the 
monsters, something inherent to all of Romero’s zombie films; these representations 
demonstrate a devolution of humanity. To that end, each of the zombies featured, Colin, Fido, 
and Otto “serve as an abstract thought experiment…for meditation on what it means” not 
simply to become a monster but also “to be human,” a theme that finds affirmation in the 
present climate of uncertainty that burdens people in the United States and many other 
countries (Dendle, pp. 176-7).   
2. COLIN: THE ZOMBIE AS TRAGIC FIGURE 
The independently produced and “no budget” (the film required 45 British pounds to create) 
Colin takes place at the beginnings of an apparent zombie apocalypse in London, when people 
there have yet to come to terms with the reality of the horror getting under way as depicted 
in zombie films since Romero’s Night of the Living Dead in 1968 of which they remain 
ignorant: from how to dispatch the walking dead to the impossibility of saving the infected. 
The opening scenes reveal Colin, hammer in hand, walking steadily to his flat, where in his 
kitchen blood trickles down his arm from, we learn at the film’s conclusion, a zombie bite 
from his girlfriend, Laura. While Colin attends to his wound and washes the hammer, 
Damien, his flat mate and, one imagines, close friend, viciously attacks Colin, rendering a 
fatal bite to the back of his neck that accelerates Colin’s transformation into the undead. 
Over the course of the film, Colin experiences emphasize his affecting loss of subjectivity to 
accentuate humanity’s worth. To that end, the film portrays Colin as something of an 
Aristotelian hero, for his suffering springs, as the film’s final scenes reveal, from an act of 
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love—for which he pays a horrific price, one that far exceeds the gravity of his error. As the 
film unfolds, his plight simultaneously evokes accelerating horror and increasing pity.  
 The film renders primarily a first-person account of Colin’s alteration with much 
greater emotional effect than the earlier pseudo-documentary I Zombie: Chronicles of Pain 
(1998) directed by Andrew Parkinson, a film that concentrates more on the telling of the 
painful change than on the more sympathetic showing Mark Price’s hand-held camera elicits. 
As will the directors of the other two films under consideration, Price builds on George 
Romero’s attention in both Day of the Dead and Land of the Dead to developing the zombie’s 
perspective first with Bub and especially with Big Daddy, zombies who display human 
characteristics. As Jennifer Cook points out, “From Dawn of the Dead to Land of the Dead, 
zombies evolve, moving closer to their human counterparts and threatening the parameters 
of what constitutes the human and the nonhuman” (Cook, p. 173). Dr. Logan says, for 
example, of Bub, the zombie who recalls habits from his former life--picking up a book, 
shaving his face, pointing a gun, etc.--in Day of the Dead, “They are us. They are extensions 
of us. They are the same animal, just functioning less perfectly.” Price’s focus on Colin, often 
offering the zombie’s point of view, delivers a perspective that produces a certain immediacy 
that further accentuates the pathos this rather gentle protagonist’s degeneration generates. 
Colin, for example, from time to time views his reflection in glass or in a mirror although 
with decreasing recognition. This first-person camera perspective sutures the viewer’s gaze 
with that of the zombie, dissolving distance between the living and the dead while evoking 
sympathy. As Kyle Bishop writes, “Because an audience almost instinctively accepts the 
point of view of the camera as the perspective they are intended to share, the composition 
and editing of shots convey a sense of subjectivity and identification upon viewers and can 
encourage them, via psychological suture transferred from one shot to the another, to feel 
genuine sympathy for the fictional characters on the screen” (Bishop, 2010, Chapter 5). In 
addition, close-ups of his hands chronicle increasingly spastic articulations just as his 
appearance deteriorates over the course of the film until at the conclusion, an IED has blown 
off half his face, and he has sustained a hammer blow to his head delivered almost 
dispassionately by the Slingshot Guy, the leader of a gang of zombie hunters—this 
character’s actions offer a stark contrast with Colin’s own use of a hammer to put his loved-
one-turned- zombie out of her misery. Significantly enough at this revealing juncture in the 
film, what appeared often as Colin’s random choices of direction, underscoring his apparent 
loss of agency, reveals instead the core of his humanity in an expression of a prevailing desire 
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for what he has lost, Laura. In his final moments in his kitchen, for example, Colin gazed at 
photographs he had shared with Laura during her transformation. Before he shuts his eyes 
the final time as a human, Colin pockets these pictures his doomed sister, Linda, whom Colin 
bit on the wrist when she and friends attempted to rescue him, will utilize in a form of zombie 
conversion therapy to make her brother human again; her own act of kindness mirrors her 
brother’s, adding to the anguish the film creates.  But while Colin’s specific recognition of the 
photographs’ significance fades, his desire for unification with Laura nevertheless motivates 
his actions, reinforcing a human connection at the conclusion of Colin’s circuitous odyssey. 
 From the beginning of the film, Colin’s actions question expectations and erode 
familiar categories, for he offers much more than a foot-shuffling subaltern common to most 
depictions of the zombie. Locked in his where he reanimates, Colin attempts escape, but his 
increasingly ineffectual fingers cannot negotiate the door handle. He eventually and 
comically falls out a window, a strategic maneuver by which Price begins to develop his 
zombie as more perplexed than voracious. Outside his apartment, Colin seems lost when he 
looks with no small concentration at signs that point in two directions, black arrows against 
an orange background, suggesting a loss of subjectivity that characterizes the mindless drive 
that compels the undead. In fact, however, as viewers eventually realize, the direction signs 
refer to similar images in Laura’s flat, the memory of which and the attraction to her that 
actually influence his choices. After a zombie that she had trapped in her bathroom bites 
Laura’s face when she and Colin struggle to smash the infected woman’s skull, Colin stays 
with her until she turns, affectionately cradling her head in his arms. Before he uses the 
hammer to put his loved one out of her pain, waiting too long in his own despair, she bites 
him on the wrist, ensuring his infection. For the remainder of the film, the undead Colin 
rebels, however, against the traditional zombies viewers anticipate. Very much a loner 
zombie, he expresses, for instance, little interest in human flesh and never attacks a person 
whom other zombies have not first dispatched—significantly enough, he eats the lip of one 
person and another’s ear. The lip bespeaks, perhaps, the loss of speech while the ear he 
consumes contained an earpiece to an I-pod Colin drags for a short distance, highlighting the 
zombie’s inability to react to either language or music. Both lip and ear function as indicators 
of his loss of humanity, the loss of senses in humans that inform desire.  
 At an important juncture in the film, however, the camera focuses on a familiar trope 
in zombie cinema to underscore the different route Colin takes that emphasizes in turn the 
manner in which the film accents the human over the monstrous in Colin’s characterization. 
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The film includes an extended and familiar sequence inside a house in which ravenous 
undead ravage overmatched and generally helpless humans whose intended place of 
sanctuary has turned into their own death trap. In Night of the Living Dead (1968), the 
farmhouse, Kyle Bishop notes, represents the antiquated space common in Gothic horror, a 
location of Freud’s “unfamiliar familiar” (Heimlich Unheimlich) that produces the uncanny 
when this place of expected sanctuary becomes a locus of entrapment and death. The house 
to which humans in Colin had retreated seems familiar—drawings that decorate walls inside 
the structure suggest that the inhabitants view the rooms as a refuge from the horror outside 
—“but,” as happens in Romero’s film,  “it becomes disturbingly unfamiliar and even 
threatening because of both the actions of the surviving humans inside and the increasingly 
formidable assault from the zombies on the outside” (Bishop, 2010, Chapter 4). Here, a horde 
of voracious zombies attacks the hapless humans who, as in George Romero’s Diary of the 
Dead (2007), had hubristically attempted to make a documentary of the zombie assault and 
instead became fodder of their own production--the door to the leader’s room in Colin features 
an sign, “George’s Room,” perhaps an ironic homage to Romero.  
 Although the light and noise inside attract Colin, nothing indicates that he actually 
takes part in the horror within beyond perhaps witnessing the mayhem, a sequence on which 
the camera dwells far longer than on any other in the film, fulfilling, perhaps, the viewers’ 
expectation for the commonplace zombiefest—but also and in particular, to set up a 
significant contrast that breaks established categories. When one woman manages to escape 
through a window in “George’s Room,” Colin and another zombie pursue her, though for 
pointedly different reasons. While the conventional zombie endeavors to feast on the woman’s 
flesh, Colin pursues her because she resembles in striking ways his lost lover.  This 
unfortunate woman, the False Laura, escapes the voracious zombie but eventually falls, as 
does Colin, into a basement den of horror where a deranged human gouges the eyes out of 
female zombies and photographs the marks of the gruesome torture he inflicts on his victims, 
conscious actions that make him more monstrous than any zombie in the film. Similar to the 
Slingshot Guy who both bashes Colin’s skull near the film’s conclusion and orders dispatched, 
without emotion, those unfortunate humans bitten when the group he leads attacks zombies, 
or even the two humans who assault Colin to steal his shoes, the man in the house of horrors 
into whose trap the False Laura falls victim reveals the extent to which this film emphasizes 
as does Kirkman’s The Walking Dead  the “potential devolution of humanity—that we have 
become chaotic creatures of selfishness, violence, and unchecked aggression who do more 
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damage to ourselves and the world around us than any reanimated corpse ever could” 
(Bishop, 2013, p. 74).  
 Colin, who witnesses this horror but who obviously realizes his misidentification of 
Laura, leaves the site of horror, quietly emerging from the basement and passing at the top 
of the stairway the monster who strangles the unfortunate woman Colin had pursued. He 
finally finds his way to the location obviously indelibly imprinted on what remains on his 
mind, Laura’s home, emblazoned as he enters by the direction sign on which he had 
concentrated considerable attention when early in the film he had escaped the confines of his 
flat. There, illustrating in Bishop’s words that “the dead, ironically, have much to teach us 
about being alive” (Bishop, 2016, p. 21), he sits, silently rocking himself by Laura’s body he 
had carefully and lovingly positioned after slaying her to showcase her beauty at the 
beginning of the apocalypse that threatens civilization. Fido, on the other hand, depicts a 
dystopian society of ignorant complacency after humans win the Zombie Wars but allow 
ZomCon, a giant corporate entity, to suppress freedoms in the name of security, offering, the 
company’s motto promises, “a better life through containment.”  
 
3. FIDO: FIGURE OF REPRESSION AND REBELLION 
Fido, a zomedy, likewise evokes strong emotions; and, in the tradition of Romero, serious 
social and political currents inform the movie. The film, as does the conclusion of Shawn of 
the Dead (2004), also presents in generally comic fashion a society in which zombies fulfill 
jobs that require minimal skills and intelligence. As I note in a previous article, Fido also 
“references multiple issues that continue to plague the country, from soaring corporate profits 
made through perpetuating fears about security, to the growing disparity between the 
powerful super rich and the ever-diminishing political influence of the middle class and the 
poor” (Clemente, 2016, p. 101).  In the film, Willard, the town to which Romero’s humans 
thought to escape in the original Night of the Living Dead, survived the zombie apocalypse. 
The film, however, places Willard not in the turbulent sixties of Romero’s initial zombie film 
but in an alternate fifties that never experienced, among other conflicts at the core of Night 
of the Living Dead, a civil rights movement. “The alternate-history world of Fido not only 
bypassed the civil rights movement,” Michelle Braun points out, “but also first-wave 
feminism of the 1950s” (Braun, p.165).  Frozen in this alternate-world fifties, the all-white, 
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middle-class population seems to live contented lives thanks to the security ZomCon provides 
and the labor its Zombies afford.   
 Its company logo ubiquitous, this corporation informs all aspects of life in this 
essentially changeless and consequently moribund society, from instructing young children 
in school through propaganda films about ZomCon’s essential role in protecting them, 
including how to kill zombies—the youngsters’ outside school activities consist of target 
practice with the children’s chanting “Head shots are the best; in the brains but not the 
chest”--to providing specialized funeral services.  ZomCon’s expensive burial insurance, itself 
a commodity consumers such as Bill Robinson (head of the family that adopts the zombie 
Fido over Robinson’s objections) purchas owing to the fear of reanimation the company 
cultivates to enhance ZomCon’s profits, provides dual caskets, one for the served head and 
one for the body, because enough radiation—the cause, as speculated in Night of the Living 
Dead, of the contamination--remains in circulation that all the dead awaken as zombies. The 
arrival of Fido, a servant Helen Robinson buys from ZomCon to keep pace with her neighbors, 
including the corporation’s new head of security, the soulless Jonathan Bottoms, will animate 
in a reversal of the usual transformation associated with zombies after death both Helen and 
Timmy, her lonely son, and mitigate Zomcon’s powerful hold over Willard’s citizens, including 
the zombies who populate the community.  
 As a Zomcon burial makes manifest in the film, the people in Willard, as Bill 
Robinson’s actions underscore, express less apprehension over potential zombie attacks, a 
very real fear expressed in most zombie films, including Colin. Although children of the age 
of 12 earn the right to carry a concealed weapon, the citizens of Willard do not so much fear 
that zombies will kill them as much as they dread becoming a zombie, a figure of dull 
servitude. And this emphasis marks a telling connection with the traditional Haitian zombie, 
a figure of combined repression and rebellion described previously.  The zombies in Fido, in 
particular the titular character, share much in common with the Haitian zombie, “a creature 
born of slavery, oppression, and capitalist hegemony and in that way a manifestation of 
collective unconscious fears and taboos” (Bishop, 2010, Chapter 1). To this end, Fido provides 
an excellent example of the zombie’s dialectical metaphor Sarah Lauro articulates, for he 
embodies the dual qualities of the repressed and the rebellious in his relationship especially 
with Johnathan Bottoms and the company this predatory individual serves. Fido’s sentience 
and his capacity for human emotion likewise erode the boundaries between the living and 
dead. As a result, the viewer readily embraces Fido’s and other zombies’ “shared humanity”: 
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“It is,” Braun argues convincingly, “Zomcon’s continued treatment of them as non-human 
commodities that strikes the viewer as the real inhumanity in this film” (Braun, p. 171). 
Timmy Robinson’s unanswered question to Johnathan Bottoms when the head of security 
visits the elementary school early in the film consequently reverberates throughout the film: 
“Are Zombies dead?” Timmy’s freighted question of his mother at one of the headless funerals 
Bill enthusiastically photographs—“Do Zombies have a soul?”— carries additional weight. 
And whereas Colin’s efforts to return to his loved one’s side evokes pity, Fido’s gentle 
demeanor and obvious affection for both Helen Robinson and her son Timmy generate 
sympathy, an emotional reaction that reveals a desire to embrace the zombies’ humanity and 
to experience their perspective. This point of view upends the familiar characterization of the 
zombie, which works best when, in Kyle Bishop’s words, zombies “are presented 
empathetically but not sympathetically, for sympathy asks us to want to be zombies” (Bishop, 
2011, p.13). Reacting against her husband’s fixation on death and refusal to accept Fido as 
an integral part of the family, Helen eventually berates Bill, telling him “get your own 
funeral. Timmy and I are going zombie.” 
Zomcon, as previously indicated, provides zombies to perform all manner of simple 
tasks, including, presumably, the manufacture of the very Geiger Collars Dr. Hrothrar 
Geiger (a statue of whom decorates the town park and whose quotations adorn Zomcon) 
designed that helped win the Zombie Wars and that now control the walking dead’s 
compulsion to devour human flesh. As Mr. Theopolis informs Timmy, however, Zomcon 
appropriated the collar to serve the company’s rapacious craving for profits, and not as Dr. 
Geiger originally invented the device after his wife’s death as a potential means to cure the 
afflicted zombies but not to place them in abject servitude. Consequently, these domesticated 
zombies function as groundskeepers, butlers, and fill all manner of menial functions, though 
not particularly well. Similar to Murder Legendre, the white Haitian voodoo master who 
commands a crew of zombies that slave in the dark confines of his sugar mills in White 
Zombie (1932), Zomcon’s corporate leaders control pretty much all modes of production in 
Willard, where Fido, abducted by Bottoms, eventually works with other zombies chained to 
machines deep in the confines of Zomcon’s factory. The manner in which ZomCon harvests, 
from beyond the containment fence in the Wild Areas, zombies as cheap labor and their 
subsequent inhumane treatment, indeed, resembles the exploitation of zombies by HASCO, 
The Haitian-American Sugar Company, described to William Seabrook by Constant Polynice 
in The Magic Island (1929), a primary source for the Halperin brothers’ White Zombie.  
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Seabrook’s description of zombies working in the field—“They were plodding, like brutes, like 
automations” (Seabrook, p. 29)—Sarah Lauro argues, “implicates global capitalism from the 
very beginning of American interest in the zombie” (Lauro, p. 79). Her description bears a 
significant relationship with how Zomcon dehumanizes zombies and fashions them as 
commodities to serve corporate pleasure and to turn a handsome profit at labor’s expense.  
The zombies chained to their stations in the bowels of ZomCon’s factory further makes 
explicit Sarah Lauro’s description of “the zombie’s dual capacity to represent both the 
dehumanized slave and the factory worker reduced to the repetition of a mechanized gesture” 
(Lauro, p. 79). The company itself and its treatment of the zombies resemble in its repressive 
actions what Henry A. Giroux describes as zombie economics and politics in contemporary 
global corporations: “What we are currently witnessing in this form of zombie politics and 
predatory capitalism is the unleashing of a powerfully regressive symbolic and corporeal 
violence against all those others and groups who have been “othered” because their very 
presence undermines the engines of wealth and inequality that drive the neoliberal dreams 
of consumption, power, and profitability for the very few” (Giroux, p. 37). In Fido, the zombies 
in the otherwise all-white community represent those the corporation others, the minorities 
who labor without compensation in Willard’s segregated society. To this end, the zombies 
provide the only people of color in the community; thus, in Aalya Ahmad’s words, in all-white 
Willard, “zombie gray is the new black” (Ahmad, ch. 10). Fido’s increasingly obvious and 
reciprocated affection for Timmy and Helen will eventually motivate this sentient zombie to 
literally break the chains of servitude that bind him to a dehumanizing machine and rebel 
against Zomcon, killing, at Timmy’s behest, the heartless Johnathan Bottoms. 
The zombie butler, Fido, triggers the revolt that begins with his arrival at the tranquil 
Robinson household, joining Bill, Helen and their son Timmy. Timmy’s father, Bill, despises 
and fears zombies and has never recovered from having to kill his own father during the 
Zombie Wars. Obsessed with death, Bill reads in his bed at night “Death Magazine.” And 
when Helen tells him something even Fido appears to recognize, that she is pregnant, he 
worries only that he cannot afford insurance for a fourth ZomCon headless funeral. His 
obsession with death and work combine to make him cold-hearted and distant from his 
family: he is become a zombie of sorts.  Stuck in her subservient role as wife in Willard’s 
patriarchal society, Helen quickly becomes enamored of Fido, cupping his cheek early in the 
film and telling him that she wished she had met him before his death. The powerless and 
suppressed Fido, though mute, is hardly a speechless subaltern, a role that Helen fills in the 
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film’s beginning when she cares only about what others think and lives to serve her husband’s 
socially-sanctioned whims. She likewise shows little concern for Timmy when bullies assault 
him at school, worrying only about what others saw; she also chastises him for playing ball 
alone in the yard, apprehensive about what people might think.  The mutual affection Helen 
and Fido share, however, eventually gives her voice, animating Helen from her metaphorical 
passive zombie state to engaging human. Integrating himself into the family, Fido wears 
Bill’s suit, sits in Bill’s chair, dances with Helen when Bill refuses, and readily assumes Bill’s 
role as father.  Indeed, the speechless Fido is perhaps the most articulate character in the 
film. The awkward Timmy, bullied at school by young ZomCon brown shirts, quickly 
befriends him, naming Fido, whom he calls, “boy”—a marker of Fido’s servitude and an 
obvious reference to the popular 50s television show Lassie, in which the young boy calls his 
Collie “girl” (although the show used only male dogs).  Given that household zombies cannot 
go outside without a leash, Fido clearly becomes Timmy’s loyal pet and friend.  
Unlike Colin, Fido shows emotions. He growls, for example, at Bill, who takes evident 
pleasure from giving Fido electric shocks with his collar-control device. He also grunts with 
joy while playing ball with Timmy and, as matters turn out, enjoys smoking cigarettes, a 
marker of his past life. And he also pretty much coos softly in the presence of Helen whose 
perfume his facial expressions reveal he finds rather intoxicating. Currie adeptly sutures the 
camera’s point of view to Fido’s gaze at important junctures in the film to suggest the zombie’s 
increasing affection for Helen, who enjoys his attention. While, much to Bill’s disgust, Timmy 
and Fido wash the family car as Bill leaves to play golf, for example, Helen brings “her boys” 
lemonade. As she approaches, the camera assumes Fido’s perspective and brings her into a 
romantic slow- motion soft-focus that Timmy’s shower of cold water from the hose interrupts.  
Later when the two bullies who torment Timmy tie the him to a tree and deactivate Fido’s 
collar so that the zombie will assault the boy, he does Timmy no harm, underscoring that this 
zombie, and, presumably, others have the power to suppress their aggressive compulsions. 
Instead, because his somewhat dysfunctional fingers cannot untie the knots in the rope, 
Timmy, in Lassie Come Home fashion, tells Fido to fetch Helen. Driving the car to Timmy’s 
rescue, Helen, feeling more empowered the more she knows Fido, drives with a pistol on her 
lap. Turning to Fido and noting his deactivated collar, she asks meekly, as did her son, “You 
won’t hurt me, will you?” But Fido’s eyes are fixed not on the gun but on her thigh—“Oh, 
Fido,” Helen says with a blush.  Colin’s fatal failure to react sufficiently to the uncanny 
transformation of his girlfriend finds the opposite result here, where Fido’s increasing 
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sentience erodes the abjection that generally separates zombie and human, opening avenues 
for a sensual and potentially sexual relationships between zombies and humans Otto will 
explore in at times disturbing detail. 
Fido opens questions about potential human-zombie relationships by dissolving to an 
extent the traditional boundaries between the living and the dead, as Helen and Fido’s 
relationship attests. Mr. Theopolis’s rapport with the “fresh” and attractive zombie Tammy 
offers a contrast with both Bill and Helen’s impassive marriage and the affectionate 
friendship that bonds Helen to Fido. Chained at night like a dog to a tree outside the Robinson 
household, Fido gazes at the curtains in Mr. Theopolis’s bedroom, where Theopolis dances 
just out of Tammy’s reach; he deactivates the collar and binds her hands, adding excitement 
to his erotically charged dance with death.  Shifting his line of sight to Helen’s bedroom, Fido 
sees nothing; no shadows move behind the curtains, illustrating the lack of passion in Helen’s 
relationship with Bill. Theopolis’s affection for Tammy, he informs Timmy, led to his firing 
from Zomcon. Michael Braun suggests that “his deviant behavior was too embarrassing to 
the company for him to be employed,” adding that we might “classify Theopolis’s behavior as 
a kind of pseudo-necrophilia or masochism” (Braun, p. 170). The relationship between 
Theopolis and Tammy finds affirmation based, in Braun’s words, “on the assumption that 
Tammy” and by extension Fido “is human in some fundamental way” (Braun 172). 
Theopolis’s kissing Tammy and his obvious sexual interest in her flesh raise all manner of 
abjection and point to the social position of the zombies. For his romantic affair with Tammy, 
especially at the film’s conclusion when he ceases to treat her like eye candy and instead 
dotes on her, points not so much to pseudo-necrophilia or masochism as it does to 
miscegenation, an enforced separation of the races essential to Zomcon’s continued 
dominance. When Timmy asks his mother if she feels the same way about Fido as Theopolis 
does for Tammy, she assures her son in no uncertain terms that she embraces Fido as a 
friend, opening the way for multiple and positive relationships and interactions between 
zombie and human the film’s conclusion makes manifest. 
Fido concludes at the Robinson’s house where, in good comic fashion, society appears 
renewed, for, among other things, zombies and humans mix freely at the backyard party. 
After Bill Robinson’s death from a gunshot wound from Bottom when Robinson tried to rescue 
his son from Zomcon, Helen had followed her husband’s wishes and had him interred at a 
headless-coffin funeral: “It’s what he always wanted,” she tells Fido. In the Robinson’s 
backyard, a zombie plays chess with another area resident, and Theopolis brings Tammy, 
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dressed now in an attractive cocktail dress instead of revealing Daisy-Duke shorts, a drink. 
In addition, Jonathan Bottoms’s daughter leads her zombie father—Fido had killed him to 
save Timmy—into the yard by a leash, telling Timmy “He’s much nicer now.” The integration 
of zombies with the whites after the revolt is hardly thorough, for the zombies, including 
Fido, still wear collars, and ZomCom presumably continues to exert control though perhaps 
with a less repressive head of security. Fido touches upon serious concerns, but the comedy 
does not offer anything approaching a complete resolution. But the Robinson’s yard offers 
hope, a certain tranquility, as Fido, now in the role of step-father, rather joyfully and lovingly 
chucks Helen’s new baby’s cheek. And smoking a cigarette with evident delight, he gazes 
fondly at Helen who offers him a coquettish smile in response. 
The film provides an excellent example of Kyle Bishop’s assertion that one can do 
pretty much whatever one wants with a zombie, in this case revealing the humanity of this 
traditional figure of abjection. Fido also develops important and often unrealized connections 
between the Hollywood zombie and its cultural antecedents in Haiti. Fido and Otto clearly 
argue that, in the words of Roger Luckhust, “The ambulatory dead are a moving target, an 
enigma that resists simple capture” (Luckhurst, p.196). The sentient homosexual and 
vegetarian Otto not only speaks, but he also provides a figure of resistance to specific 
characterization; he identifies, despite what others in the film pressure him to represent, as 
a zombie pretty much on his own terms, suggesting, among other things, open-ended 
definitions of zombie identification.  
 
4. OTTO: OR, UP WITH DEAD PEOPLE: REBELLION AND IDENTITY 
Similar to Colin, Bruce LaBruce’s Otto; or, Up with Dead People engages viewers, though 
with telling differences, in Otto’s temporally discordant journey that vague recollections of 
his pre-zombie life stimulate. To mine further features human and zombie share, for example, 
LaBruce’s Otto, unlike Colin, possesses what Derksen and Hicks previously described as 
zombie agency, including Otto’s increasing ability to speak and to reason. To a substantially 
greater degree than in Fido, LaBruce’s movie likewise embraces what Jennifer Cooke 
describes as the zombies’ “lurking libidinal potentiality” (Cooke, p.179). In LaBruce’s critical 
parodic vision, Otto also elicits but undermines and expands on many of the familiar’s 
zombies’ traits including “their otherness, their (post) modernity, [and] their outside status” 
(Cooke, p. 179); the generally congenial and passive Otto also quietly embodies the dynamic 
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dialectical metaphor Sarah Lauro describes, for in his somewhat somnolent progression he 
nevertheless presents a gentle figure of repression and rebellion. LaBruce also manipulates, 
in the films-within-a-film productions his avatar Medea Yarn directs, the apocalyptic 
currents that generate the crisis in Colin and create the environment for the oppressive 
conditions that take hold in Fido; instead, through at times daunting juxtapositions that 
often suspend the viewers’ suppositions about the protagonist Yarn’s depictions craft, the 
focus falls on Otto’s emerging subjectivity and agency.  
These efforts, as Arnau Roig Mora notes, “re-personalize the dehumanized zombie as 
being capable of feeling, bonding and desiring” (Mora, p.182). The film’s opening sequences 
dart suggestively between LaBruce’s provisionally objective portrayal of the recently 
animated teenage zombie and Media Yarn’s ideological characterizations of the undead 
teenager in her avant-garde guerrilla production Up with Dead People and in her pseudo-
documentary Otto, filmed by her brother in which Yarn herself appears, often in black and 
white; suffice to say that the films get sufficiently intertwined that distinguishing between 
them presents viewers with daunting but intriguing challenges. Critics such as Darren 
Elliott-Smith and Arnau Roig Mora, focusing on LaBruce’s ideological arguments about gay 
culture and sexuality, posit Medea Yarn as the director for both films but do not take into 
account the bridging sequences between the portrayals LaBruce provides for the film, Otto; 
or Up with Dead People, in its entirety. I do not offer a radical reading of the film here but 
develop a perspective that focuses primary attention on the central character’s search for 
identity separate from but certainly implicated in Yarn’s overtly political agenda. Beginning 
with the movie’s opening credits that provide a visual mélange of both her films, the movie 
poses questions about the central character’s identity Otto himself highlights when he 
initially addresses viewers via a retrospective voice over, saying “I was a zombie with an 
identity crisis, and until I figured it out, I was stuck eating whatever non-human flesh was 
available.” The juxtapositions of and the friction between the layered portrayals of Otto 
engage the viewer in the zombie’s efforts to recuperate vestiges of his past and ground the 
film’s critical realignment of categories used to confine this enigmatic figure’s significance. 
Over the course of the film, Otto generally contests the zombie’s compulsive actions and the 
memories from his past life to discover something of what he himself desires.  
 The film proper begins with public-domain footage that lays a foundation for Media 
Yarn’s apocalyptic vision in which she will include Otto; this sequence features wartime 
horrors, culminating with the Vietnam War era’s self-immolation of Vietnamese Mahayana 
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Buddhist monk Thích Quang Duc in 1963 and with the detonation of multiple nuclear 
devices. Embedded in this display of terror, as part of her documentary of Otto, Medea Yarn 
intersperses shots of Otto’s rising from loose earth beneath a gravestone that carries the 
name of her film, Otto, his aimless walking, his odd gazing through a broken window, and 
flashes from other scenes. The zombie narrative Yarn voices aligns the plot of her films with 
a trope that informs pretty much all zombie media, the apocalyptic current common to the 
genre. In this context, her voiceover details the long history of the living’s “violent and 
unceasing hostility” against the outsider zombie. Beaten down by humans because of the 
undeads’ abject “reminder of their own inescapable mortality,” the zombies evolve, in 
response to the stimulus of the unceasing efforts to extirpate them, into sentient beings. This 
transformation results in a figure of abjection Medea Yarn mines to formulate a new calculus 
of oppression at the core of both her and LaBruce’s political agenda, the gay zombie. In effect, 
LaBruce turns the tables on the conventional monster characteristic of most zombie films by, 
among other things, presenting the homosexual and vegetarian Otto as a loner, a defenseless 
victim of violent and voracious social forces that the homophobic living deploy against him. 
The film likewise offers, through the experiences of Otto in both films, a poignant critique 
against normativity in the gay community. LaBruce, McGlotten argues, for instance, 
presents the gays who frequent the nightclub Otto eventually approaches as “boring, already 
zombied and getting deader” (McGlotten, p. 186). Yarn points to this avenue of critical 
analysis when she concludes her discussion of the Zombie Wars’ possible influence on zombie 
evolution by noting that “Others say that the zombie was and always has been just a 
metaphor.” LaBruce’s film, however, casts Otto as a potent metaphor, one bristling by the 
film’s open-ended conclusion with possibilities. 
 We first meet Otto as he makes his way to Berlin, drawn to the city by memories that 
elude yet compel him. LaBruce makes effective use of suturing the camera to Otto’s gaze at 
this juncture and others to show not only what Otto sees—as happens in both Colin and 
Fido—but also how the young man’s eyes apprehend the environment around him: as though 
he looked with something approaching infrared vision. LaBruce further accentuates the 
zombie’s senses by revealing the manner in which Otto hears: sounds of white noise, 
punctuated by disembodied voices and music, swirl in his mind. To underscore further the 
zombie’s human qualities by revealing his sensual responses, Otto tells Medea Yarn, in 
answer to her asking about his memories of a former boyfriend/lover, that he smelled like 
chlorine—the memory will later materialize of when he and Rudolph, the lover who jilted 
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him, swam together in a pool. Emphasizing the senses in the zombie accents Colin’s sentience 
and also fits the pattern of what Barbara Creed argues horror attempts: “to bring about a 
confrontation with the abject (the corpse, bodily wastes, the monstrous-feminine) in order 
finally to eject the abject and redraw boundaries between the human and the non-human” 
(14). And while Otto, often with a blood-smeared face, walks with a modified zombie’s gait, 
his appearance hardly matches that of Colin’s deterioration or the rotted corpses that 
populate films; as far as zombies go, Otto is also a rather snappy dresser. People consequently 
react not as much to his abject appearance as they do to his odor, which Rudolph equates 
with that of  “a dead mouse.” As noted previously, Otto also speaks and can reason—and 
though the zombie’s urge for flesh drives him to gnaw on a road-killed rabbit, a pigeon, and 
even a stray cat, he expresses no interest in eating human flesh, in part because he was in 
his former life a vegetarian. In addition, though he mixes with at least a couple amorous 
zombies at night in an abandoned amusement park, probably for reasons of safety, he is a 
loner and very much both a minority and therefore a potential victim of violence, in this case 
from a gang of teenage thugs who chase and, eventually, near the film’s conclusion, severely 
beat him; he tells Fritz Fritze, star of Medea Yarn’s film, “I was bashed,” an obvious reference 
to gay bashing, an ever-present reality that confronts homeless homosexual youth in urban 
areas (Director’s Commentary), including the streets of Berlin. With respect to Otto’s 
characterization, Bruce LaBruce told interviewer Ernest Hardy that he “wanted to make a 
zombie who was a misfit, a sissy and a plague-ridden faggot”; LaBruce also claims that he 
left open to interpretation whether Otto is an actual zombie “or merely a screwed-up, 
homeless, mentally ill kid with an eating disorder” who in his conflicted mental state only 
thinks that he is dead (Hardy).  
 No character in the movie acknowledges that Otto is, in fact, a zombie, and viewers 
never learn how Otto met his end, whether from disease, suicide, or some other cause. 
LaBruce’s attempts to cloud questions of Otto’s identity both serves--as does the manner in 
which the director attenuates the zombie’s decaying body--to mitigate boundaries between 
the living and the dead and accents, in Steve Jones’ words, “what zombies reveal about 
human consciousness” (Jones, p. 41). On the other hand, as Julia Kristeva explains, 
“abjection by its very nature is ambiguous; it both repels and attracts” (Kristeva, p. 14). But 
the viewer, who, unlike other characters in the film, perceives Otto through his developing 
senses, has no problem accepting him as a gay zombie and a vegetarian, perhaps, in Otto’s 
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humorous self-depiction, even a “vegan.” This perhaps ambivalent embracing of Otto’s claim 
that he is dead opens avenues to acknowledging the reality of the zombie’s sexual desires. 
 In his wanderings around Berlin that will lead him eventually to a gay bar, Otto 
literally sniffs the air and follows the scent of raw chicken and pig to a butcher’s shop, a 
Fleischerei. As Otto eventually learns, the butcher who sees Otto’s face in the window and 
who calls his son’s name is actually his father whom Otto fails to recognize at this juncture. 
Images of raw chicken appear elsewhere in the movie, suggesting on the one hand what 
perhaps motivated Otto to become a vegetarian, something his former lover notes when the 
two eventually meet—the scent of raw meat carries memories therefore of his former home 
and life. On the other hand, the raw meat is associated in the film with rather brutal, 
pornographic sex featured in two graphic scenes. On an evening—the exact sequencing 
remains unclear--after his encounter with his father, Otto happens by a gay bar called Flesh 
that features Zombie Night; costumed gays shuffle in and out of the place. Leaving the bar, 
a costumed patron accidently knocks Otto to the ground and then invites him to his 
apartment. He tells Otto not to go into Flesh because “it’s so dead” inside. The connection 
with the images of raw meat casts the scene in a negative light to critique, Darren Elliott-
Smith argues, “the banal deadness of gay male subcultures, particularly those of the very 
homogenous dead clubbing scene in Berlin” that tenders meat-market cannibalism (Elliott-
Smith). After sampling drugs at his host’s apartment, a stoned Otto engages in a night of 
violent sex the aftereffects of which the viewer sees, but not the actual events: blood spatter 
covers the apartment wall, and Otto’s blood-soaked partner lies in bed, his entrails exposed: 
“That was amazing. Can we do it again sometime,” he says upon awakening/reanimating.  
 Beyond serving to reinforce LaBruce’s attack against homonormalicy, what motivates 
Otto to partake in this bizarre and bloody encounter remains unclear, especially given the 
film’s irregular sequencing; however, inasmuch as Otto appears in Medea Yarn’s Otto, a film 
she makes at the same time she directs Up with Dead People, before the scene in which he 
actually responds to her “Calling All Zombies” advertisement, Otto may well duplicate the 
much more graphic body-horror pornographic sexual encounter between the gay lovers Fritz 
Fritze and Maximillian--founders of the gay zombie uprising in Yarn’s low-budget 
“dissertation of the dead”--that occurs shortly before the scenes of Otto’s bedding the fake 
zombie. In that scene, Fritz furtively returns to the apartment Maximillian and he share to 
discover a suicide note from Maximillian who, distraught over the intense homophobia that 
marks their lives, has shot himself in the head—though the bloody wound does not do 
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sufficient damage to preclude his reanimation as a zombie.  Maximillian in turn infects his 
lover through their blood-spattered sexual union that includes Maximillian’s feasting on 
Fritz’s entrails and inserting his erect penis into Fritz’s abdominal cavity. This pornographic, 
body-fucking sequence may well provide motivation for Otto’s actions of a significantly lower 
amplitude—Otto’s scene also provides a sharp contest when near the film’s conclusion Otto 
and Fritz share a tender intimacy. The gory scenes likewise literally mirror what Steven 
Shaviro argues: “Horror thus destroys customary meanings and appearances, ruptures the 
surfaces of the flesh, and violates the organic integrity of the body” (Shaviro, p. 100). The 
scene from the apartment after the meeting at Flesh also, Darren Elliott-Smith points out, 
“turns the tables on the city’s meat-market whereby the consumed twink becomes the 
consumer.” By the film’s conclusion, Otto turns away from this manifestation of gay identity 
just as he will rebel against Medea Yarn’s characterization of gays and of him in what she 
describes as her apocalyptic “political-pornographic-zombie-movie” Up with Dead People, and 
in Otto.   
 LaBruce’s characterization of Otto as a “plague-ridden faggot” identifies a critical 
current that, while never actually manifested, nonetheless ripples through the film, that of 
the gay plague, or AIDS/HIV; inasmuch as all zombies in Medea Yarn’s telling of the history 
now reanimate as homosexuals, the threat of infection, of a pandemic in Yarn’s world-ending 
vision, labels the zombie as social pariah and legitimizes the violence against this minority 
population. Describing the increased intensity of the livings’s war against zombies after these 
people adopt a theological cause, Yarn identifies the zombies as the embodiment of sin, a “gay 
plague” God sends to punish heterosexual humanity. With respect to depicting zombies as a 
metaphor for AIDS in LaBruce’s film, Jennifer Cook points out that “Plague remains a 
virulent metaphor: a powerful and historically lethal way of labelling enemies and outsiders, 
a disturbing vector for our fears surrounding the fragility of the social bond” (Cooke, p. 183). 
Feeling vulnerable as a homeless zombie, Otto responds to Medea Yarn’s Calling All Zombies 
poster not because he desires to play the role of a zombie in her film, as he relates to viewers 
in a telling voiceover, but in practical terms because he needs money to rent an apartment to 
ensure his personal safety. 
 As happens with all others in the film, from Otto’s former lover to Fritz Fritze in whose 
apartment he stays over the course of his involvement in Yarn’s filming to his meeting with 
his former lover, Medea Yarn does not believe that Otto is a zombie. She describes him to 
Fritz as filling the “Typical porn profile: the lost boy, the damaged boy, numb, phlegmatic, 
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insensate boy willing to go to any extreme to feel something, to feel anything.” To that end, 
in her documentary Yarn seeks to impose on Otto her ideological perspective on the zombie’s 
significance. Fritz Fritze, for example, tells viewers that to Yarn, Otto “was the Hollow Man, 
the empty signifier upon which she could project her political agenda.” In the scene, for 
instance, in which Yarn films Otto sitting atop a mound of garbage and adorned with a fake 
crown and scepter retrieved from the trash, she tells him that he has become “Prince of the 
Zombies” and relates the significance of the shot and what motivates him. Referring to the 
trash heap as a “graveyard of advanced capitalism,” she tells Otto to consider the place “a 
lotus land, an idyll of truth and beauty, a symbol for mankind’s quest to turn the earth into 
an industrialized wasteland of causal extermination and genocide.” Here and elsewhere, 
however, Yarn’s political jargon, much of it taken directly from Bruce LaBruce’s own “Purple 
Resistance Army Manifesto” (2011), elicits no response from Otto, whose silence suggests his 
resistance to embracing her attempts to define him. “[B]y explicating the political views of 
the filmmaker through his avatar,” Arnau Mora argues, “LaBruce is telling us what our 
reading should be” (Mora, p. 190). While the ideology-laced discourse clearly illustrates that 
one can make zombies represent whatever one needs, Otto has no idea, really, what Yarn 
goes on about. When filming begins at the dump, for example, he asks her “What am I doing 
here?” Otto’s lack of interest in or comprehension of these political motivations does not 
discount the legitimacy of what LaBruce argues; but Otto’s reactions leave space for alternate 
directions and interpretations, and Otto, as it were, seeks to fill his own signifier, thereby 
inscribing as he progresses his own metaphor, as the film’s conclusion suggests. 
 Apocalyptic tonalities inform the conclusion of both Medea Yarn’s productions, a 
Ficino-like spectacle of naked gay zombies engaged in an orgiastic entanglement of penises 
and body parts and with Otto’s self-immolation, an image of despair-filled resignation that 
contrasts with the flames that consume the protesting monk at the beginning of the film and 
with Maximillion’s fiery death at the hands of baseball-bat toting and pistol wielding 
skinheads in Up with Dead People, an execution that ignites Fritz’s revolution.  Anger-fueled, 
Fritz subsequently raises a gang of previously complacent young gays by “leading 
homosexuals into dark allies and fucking them into immortality.” Yarn fashions Fritz as the 
“guerrilla leader of the homosexuals, the Che Guevera of the undead,” a movement she labels 
“The Purple Peril,” an echo of LaBruce’s manifesto, direct quotations from which Yarn 
repeats when she explains the ideological significance of the upcoming scene to the 
uninterested gay actors as they gather for the film’s finale:  “In an industrialized society 
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which has reached a point of abundance that is characterized by the production of 
“unproductive goods” – tech gadgets, excess waste, planned obsolescence, luxury items, 
excessive military build-up, etc. – a certain repression over and above the one necessary to 
advance culture is forced on its citizens in order to exert a particular notion of “normalcy” 
that is more aligned with conformist social and institutional attitudes rather than ideas of 
individual fulfillment” (LaBruce, 2012). Having discovered artifacts from his past—
photographs of him and his lover and a phone number on the back of a library card—in his 
wallet about which Otto had remained unmindful until Yarn told him to put his pay into it 
for safekeeping, Otto does not take part in the concluding orgy, telling Fritz that he will go 
later to the studio; instead, he arranges to meet his former lover Rudolf at the location, a 
bench, where the two initially met. Here Otto comes full circle and encounters what pulled 
him to Berlin in the first place, the connection with his father and his lover, images of which 
become imprinted in his mind, concretizing the approximately three-year interval between 
his death and Rudolf’s previous rejection of him because of his illness, his “eating disorders, 
melancholy, schizophrenia, disorders of the soul.” In effect, Otto recuperates what Colin loses. 
When Rudolf asks if Otto is still a vegetarian, Otto replies in the negative, indicating that 
when he exits this meeting with Rudolf, he figuratively turns from his past incarnation, what 
little he actually remembers of this life, and looks to the future. Carrying Dead Souls by 
Nikolai Gogol, a unread gift Rudolf returns to him, Otto suffers a severe beating at the hands 
of the gang he had previously escaped, leaving the book, his perhaps death-obsessed past, 
behind. 
 At the studio, he encounters a worried Fritz, who takes him back to his flat where the 
two make tender love, another scene, as matters turn out, of parting. At the studio, Medea 
Yarn had chastised Fritz for not fulfilling her instructions to bring Otto to the studio for the 
conclusion of Up with Dead People: “What are you trying to do, resurrect him…to produce a 
whole new zombie trinity?” As Fritz and Otto fondly kiss and caress, Otto’s eyes and face do 
indeed change at times to reveal flashes of Otto’s former healthy self, an indication that Otto 
might indeed resurrect, might reanimate into the body of his previous life, providing the film 
with a happy outcome in which the transformative power of love defeats death--“as though,” 
Jennifer Cooke suggests, “this intimate sexual experience is helping him to readjust to 
healthiness, come to terms with his loss, find new meaning in life and perhaps new love”; 
Cooke argues, in addition, that the film rejects this optimistic outcome, for Otto chooses 
instead to leave Berlin and his new friends “to lurch off into the countryside and contemplate 
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suicide” (Cooke, p. 180). The “R.I.P Otto” note, itself a reminder of Otto’s reanimation at the 
beginning of Yarn’s pseudo-documentary Otto, that the awakening Fritz discovers in the 
morning on the pillow beside him, however, suggests something much more positive. 
 Medea Yarn’s Otto comes to a depressing end when the despondent Otto, Prince of 
Zombies, ruler over the detritus of capitalism’s conquest over the now presumably lifeless 
earth-- turned, in Yarn’s words, into “graveyard of advanced capitalism”--douses himself with 
gasoline and lights himself on fire. The scene provides a fitting book end to her film’s 
apocalyptic beginning that highlights a similar self-sacrifice. But this conclusion features 
Medea’s Yarn’s ideas and their political underpinning she attempts to foist on Otto and that 
he rejects. What Sarah Juliet Lauro says about the zombie’s dual valance obtains for Otto 
when, in the final scene of Otto; or Up with Dead People, Otto turns his back on Berlin and 
all that location now signifies for him: “A figuration of both the slave and slave rebellion, the 
zombie always connotes the annihilation of revolution at the same time that it embodies 
revolutionary drive” (Lauro, p. 225). While Otto tells viewers he did contemplate suicide at 
the completion of Otto, he decided otherwise: “I did consider ending it all, like at the end of 
Medea’s movie. But how do you kill yourself, if you are already dead?” Instead, he heads 
north, a LGBT rainbow filling the sky behind him, with “no fixed destination” to a place 
where he might find like-minded zombies and, perhaps, “discover a whole new way of death.” 
As does Cooke, Mora casts the conclusion in a less-than-satisfying light, suggesting that 
Otto’s hopes to connect with others denotes “a drive to fulfill societal demands for the 
communal that will ultimately be doomed to fail” (Mora, p. 189). But just because Otto seeks 
others does not mean that he will fail, for he possesses, as he has shown throughout the film 
with the choices he makes, a quiet revolutionary drive, even if he, unlike Medea Yarn, does 
not articulate a cogent ideology. His uncertain way highlighted by the rainbow, Otto offers a 
metaphor both for unformulated opportunities for himself, and in terms of zombie cinema, 
for the genre’s fecund potential. Otto’s experiences serve, therefore, to reveal to him not what 
he must become, but clearly what he ultimately rejects, so his direction north points not to 
certain failure or suicide, but to potential opportunities and perhaps fulfillment—uncertainly 
denotes possibility. 
 
5. CONCLUSION: THEY KEEP COMING 
Inasmuch as each of the three films invites us to adopt the zombie’s perspective, Colin’s, 
Fido’s, and in particular Otto’s, in doing so, in Sarah Lauro words, by engaging in this serious 
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play, “we become zombies to discover what we are and what we are not”(Lauro, 2011, p. 225), 
among other things. And what Kim Paffenroth argues in Gospel of the Living Dead in terms 
of zombies with increased subjectivity such as Big Daddy in Romero’s Land of the Dead 
certainly finds affirmation in each of the films discussed: “if zombies can learn to be human 
and humane, then perhaps we can too” (Paffenroth, p. 96). The films likewise keep alive 
traditions established largely by George Romero in which the figure of the liminal figure of 
the zombie offers a compelling metaphor for conflicts, political and social, that inform 
contemporary society, a powerful metaphor that questions and often crushes established 
norms. 
 Fears that the zombie film has slipped into a phase of simple parody and 
unimaginative spectacles of blood and gore find support in critics such as Christopher 
Sharrett. He argues that despite the remarkable and continued success of the genre in 
poignant productions such as Romero’s later films—Land of the Dead (2005), Diary of the 
Dead (2007), and Survival of the Dead (2009)—the genre’s “value as social/political 
commentary is not only almost totally gone, it has been transformed by neoconservative 
culture into its opposite, with audiences invited to enjoy the decapitation or blasting-apart of 
shambling, decaying ghouls” (Sharrett, p.56). But such is clearly not the case, as I argued 
recently in an article about the award-winning Cuban zombie film Juan of the Dead (2011), 
“Zombies Along the Malecón: Comedic Zombie Apocalypse, Social Upheaval, and Political 
Crisis in Raúl Castro’s Cuba” (Clemente, 2017, p.1). Zombie films continue to mine the issues 
that make them a valuable source of confrontation and contemplation. The three compelling 
films discussed here certainly carry on this tradition. 
 Colin, Fido, and Otto:or Up with Dead People provide examples of the zombie’s 
impressive cinematic range and variation. Thoughtful zombie films do keep coming, and the 
undead continue to tell us a great deal about what being human and humane means, 
sometimes by becoming more human themselves. In the words of Kyle Bishop that provide a 
fitting conclusion to this essay, “Every zombie has its own story to tell, and sometimes the 
zombie itself can best tell that story” (Bishop, 2015, p. 190). 
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